The ideas underlying the quantitative localization of the sources of the EEG review within the brain along with the current and emerging approaches to the problem. The ideas mentioned consist of distributed and dipolar source models and head models ranging from the spherical to the more realistic based on the boundary and finite elements. The forward and inverse problems in electroencephalography will debate. The inverse problem has non-uniqueness property in nature. More precisely, different combinations of sources can produce similar potential fields occur on the head. In contrast, the forward problem does have a unique solution. The forward problem calculates the potential field at the scalp from known source locations, source strengths and conductivity in the head, and it can be used to solve the inverse problem. In the final part of this paper, we compare the performance of three well-known EEG source localization techniques which applied to the underdetermined (distributed) source localization of the inverse problem. These techniques consist of LORETA, WMN and MN, which comparing by testing localization error.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
EEG Source Localization techniques intends to localizing active sources inside the brain from measurements of the electromagnetic field they produce, which can be measured outside the head. This localization problem is commonly referred to as the inverse source problem of electroencephalography. They are ill-posed in general, mostly due to the lack of continuity and stability, but also to non-uniqueness. 1 By introducing reasonable a priori restrictions, the inverse problem can be solved and the most probable sources in the brain can be accurately localized. 4 Electroencephalography (EEG) is non-invasive measuring approach to evaluate and characterize neural electrical sources in a human brain. 2, 3 EEG measure electric potential differences and extremely weak magnetic fields produced by the electric activity of the neural cells, correspondingly.
Source localization using EEGs recorded from the scalp is widely used to calculate the locations of sources of electrical activity in the brain. Several reviews on EEG source imaging exist; that explain in details of the a priori limitations, in the different algorithms. 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 Although, these rather mathematically oriented reviews are of utmost importance for the specialist in inverse solutions. In fact, electromagnetic source imaging should involve many more analysis steps than applying a given source localization algorithm to the data.
Different signal processing techniques used to derive the hidden information from the signal. In order to determine the area of an electrical source in the brain using the signal processing techniques, it is essential to postulate a model of the source and a model of the head.
In general, model of the source can be classified into two main categories: dipolar model and distributed source model. In dipolar model, the electric sources are equal to one or few. It will lie close to the center of the actual generator area, have an orientation that is orthogonal to the net orientation of this cortex, but locate slightly deeply to the cortex. 11 In calculated n several studies; we noted that dipole orientation gave an essential signal to distinguishing foci in different temporal lobe regions, 12 and also, researcher found that dipole orientation, instead of strictly dipole location, more clearly differentiates among possible cortical foci. For this reason, most seizures are modeled by equivalent dipoles 13 . Distributed source model considers the dipoles are distributed often in cerebral volume according to a 3D grid. The dipole's positions are fixed, and their amplitudes should be estimated. Head model is another assumption to compute the inverse solution for the location of the source in the model. Head models ranging from the spherical to the more realistic based on the boundary and finite elements. The spherical head model contains concentric layers with different electrical conductivities, which represent the skull, scalp, etc.More realistic head models can be created using finite elements or boundary elements. These head models can be adjusted to extremely closely approximate a real head. Realistic head shapes, rather than the spherical head model, has been shown to cause dipole and other forms of EEG source modeling more accurate by up to 3 cm in focus localization. 14 The first contribution of this paper includes a short review of the concepts of instantaneous, 3D, discrete, linear solutions for the Forward/inverse problems of EEG. Afterwards, the final results presented here correspond to a comparison of three different tomographies taken from the literature.
2.0 METHODS
Nowadays, rising computational power has given researchers the tools to go a step further and try to locate the hidden sources which promote the tools (EEG). This activity is call EEG source localization . 15 Several methods have proposed for EEG source localization. These methods were formulated based on the inverse problem and forward problem. Forward problem computes the electrode potentials at the scalp given the source distribution in the brain. Inverse problem calculates the source distribution out of the measured scalp EEG based on the forward solution.
EEG Forward Calculation's Method
The sources of brain activity cause electrical fields according to Maxwell's and Ohm's law. Because of the high propagation velocity of the electromagnetic waves, the currents caused by the sources in the brain behave in a stationary way. This means that no charge is accumulated at any time in the brain. Therefore, it can be stated that for any current density J:
In the case, of a stationary current, the electric field E is related to the electric potential V by the following expression:
2) The minus sign indicates that the electric field is orientated from an area with a high potential to an area with a low potential. 17 The current density in the head related with neural activation is the sum of the primary current, related to the original neural activity and a passive current flowσE:
3) where, is the conductivity of the head tissues. The primary currents are of interest when solving the inverse problems because they represent neuronal activation. However, the consequences of volume currents must still be regarded when solving the forward problem since they contribute to the scalp potentials. 18 Taking the divergence of both sides of equation 2.3 gives:
.
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When the medium is assumed to be infinite, isotropic and homogeneous, it can be proven that the solution of the Poisson equation is:
which gives the value of the potential at a point r0, in the volume conductor resulting from a current density J p .
Unfortunately, the human head is not isotropic and homogeneous, and it has an irregular shape. To solve the Poisson equation for realistic head shapes, numerical solution methods are needed.
-Finite element method (FEM) -Boundary element method (BEM) -Finite difference method (FDM)
Regarding to application, one should appropriate method selected, and additional assumptions need to be made. For instance, when FEM and BEM are used to solve the Poisson equation, the head is divided into three sublayer: the brain, the skull and the scalp, with each a different conductivity. These conductivities are usually standard values that have been measured in vitro using postmortem tissue 19 . These numerical solution models allow incorporating the realistic geometry of the head and brain after reconstruction of the anatomical structure from individual data sets. Previous studies 20 have found that a more realistic head model performs better than a less complex, for example, spherical, head model in EEG simulations, because volume currents are more accurately taken into account. In particular, the BEM approach is able to improve the source reconstruction in comparison with spherical models. Mostly in basal brain areas, including the temporal lobe 21 because it gathers a more realistic shape of brain compartments of isotropic and homogeneous conductivities by using closed triangle meshes. 22 The FDM and the FEM provide better accuracy than the BEM because they provide a better representation of the cortical structures, such as sulci and gyri in the brain, in a threedimensional head model. 23 One of the differences between BEM and FEM or FDM is the domain in which the solutions are calculated. In the BEM, the solutions are computed on the boundaries between the homogeneous, isotropic compartments whilst, in the FEM and FDM, the solution of the forward problem is calculated in the entire volume. 24 Following table, explain all differences between BEM, FEM and FDM base on realistic head model. 
EEG Inverse Estimation's Method
Nowadays, various methods have been developed to solve the inverse problem for EEG source localization and these methods can be solved using variety methods based on the assumptions made. The main purpose of EEG inverse problem is to evaluate neural current sources from exterior electromagnetic measurements. These types of inverse problems have suffered from a variety of obstacles for instance, high sensitivity to noise, ill-posed characteristic, and difficulty in verification and so on. Various approaches and algorithms have been studied; to solve problems and evaluate the brain sources more efficiently. 5 Three types of source models are commonly used: -Equivalent current dipoles (ECD) method -Distributed source localization method -Scanning methods
The ECD model assumes small numbers of current dipoles to approximate the flow of electrical current in a small brain region. It has been shown to be a great exploration tool in several cognitive and clinical applications. 12, 25 The main advantages of the ECD model are that it is extremely simple to implement and is robust to noise. To implement the ECD model, however, the numbers of ECDs should be determined a priori, which is often extremely challenging due to lack of initial information. Additionally, final solutions are highly dependent on initial assumptions for the ECDs. 26 Another disadvantage of the ECD model is that it has a large possibility of being fitted outside the grey matter of the cerebral cortex, since conventional ECD models have not regarded any anatomical information on the brain.
On the contrary to the ECD model, the distributed source model assumes a lot of current dipoles scattered in limited source spaces, orientations and/or strengths of the dipoles are then verified using linear or nonlinear estimation methods. 6, 27, 28, 29 The distributed source application does not require initial information on the numbers and preliminary locations of brain activations, which allows inexperienced users to localize EEG sources more easily. Furthermore, the distributed source model is physiologically more reasonable than the ECD model, because it restricts the feasible source space based on the real brain anatomy.
When the distributed source model is applied to focal source localizations, we usually regard local peak positions of the source distributions as the locations of the brain sources . 15, 30 The third approach to overcome the problem of local minima is the use of a scanning method. These methods use a discrete grid to search for optimal dipole positions throughout the source volume. Source locations are then determined as those for which a metric computed at that location exceeds a given threshold. While these approaches do not lead to a true least squares solution, they can be used to initialize a local least squares search . 18 
Simulated Measurements
In this section, we discuss some related issues related to the measurement of the source imaging. We start with the following theory: 4
Theory
The relationship between the sources J inside the head and the outside measurements (3) states the fact that the estimated current density (i.e., the inverse solution) given by Eq. (2) must satisfy the measurements in forward equation (Eq.1) The majority of the well-known solutions (linear and nonlinear) of the EEG inverse problems are ill-posed. i.e. it is identified to have infinite solutions. More precisely, there exist an infinite number of different generalized inverse matrices T, all producing current densities J (Eq. 2) that satisfy the original measurements ϕ (Eq. 1).
The Resolution Matrix
The main problem now is: what criterion should be used for selecting an inverse solution? The quality of any given instantaneous, 3D, discrete, linear inverse solution for EEG can be analyzed in terms of the resolution matrix of Backus and Gilbert (Backus, 1968 ) Substituting Eq. (1) in (2) gives the following relation between "true (J)" and "estimated (J)" current densities:
where R is resolution matrix . 31 Now, we discuss the properties of a given inverse solution, founded on its resolution matrix: by means of the collection of all columns. A column of the resolution matrix corresponds to the "estimated" current density for a "true" point source. This can be seen directly from Eqs. (4) and (5), when the true, current density, contains zeros everywhere, except for unity at some given element. The estimated current density in this condition is known as the "point spread function."
The aim of any tomography is the property of correct localization. As a result, the only relevant way of testing a linear tomography is to analyze the estimated images produced by ideal point sources. Such tomographic images are exactly the point spread functions. If these images have incorrectly located peaks, then the process does not justify the name of "tomography", because of the lack of any localization capability. . This solution based on Hamalainen and llmoniemi studies with W=I(3M). 34 In next approach about the inverse solution corresponds to the generalized inverse matrix T that optimizes, in a weighted sense, the resolution matrix.
Problem statement: find the minimization of deviation of the resolution matrix from ideal behavior as following problem:
where I(3M) is the 3M×3M identity matrix, and "tr" denotes the trace of a matrix.
The Weight Minimum Norm Solution:
According to Marqui, 31 has proven that the weighted minimum norm (WMN) solution corresponds to 
The Low Resolution Brain Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA)
LORETA combines the lead-field normalization with the Laplacian operator, therefore, gives the depth-compensated inverse solution under the limit of smoothly distributed sources. It is based on the maximum smoothness of the solution. It normalizes the columns of G (gain matrix) to give all sources (close to the surface and deeper ones) the same opportunity of being reconstructed. In LORETA, sources are distributed in the entire inner head volume. In this situation, L (D) = ||ΔB.D||2 , and B = Ω ^ I3 is a diagonal matrix for the column normalization of G.
3.0 COMPARATIVE TEST OF TOMOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES
The aim of a tomography is localization. Hence, as a first comparative test of tomographic techniques for EEG, the main feature of interest is the localization error. Pascual-Marqui 3 has shown that all the information on localization error of a tomography is given by the set of all columns of the resolution matrix (Eq. (5)). 
4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To achieve to comparison between different source localization methods, in the brain in 3D, we used information which is collected from EEG recordings during epilepsy provided by the Hospital Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The major requirements for making a reasonable and fair comparison are to use the same measurement space, the same solution space, and the same head model . 36 The model of head is assumed to be the union of three disjoint homogeneous spherical layers with unit radius. The measurement space includes 148 electrodes covering the scalp surface. They are demonstrated in Figure 3 .
The solution space consists of 818 grid points (voxels) corresponding to a 3D regular cubic grid with minimal inter-point distance d=0.133, confined to a maximum radius of 0.8, with vertical coordinate values 0.4 Z  .
In EEG data, average reference measurement were used, with electrodes having the same coordinates as the magnetic sensors, but scaled to a radius of 1.The sensor coordinates used here were proposed by Lutkenhoner and Mosher 37 and are illustrated in Figure 3 . ((Marqui, 1999) Localization errors got from the resolution operators of the different inverse solutions, are summarized in Table 1 in terms of their frequency distributions the algorithm based on Marqui. 31 The results reveal the superiority of LORETA over minimum norm and over weighted minimum norm. Also, we extract all localization errors of tomographies. In each row, the number of horizontal tomographic slices through the brain corresponds to a variety inverse method. Localization errors are gray-color coded in the slices, with white representing zero localization error, and black indicating 7 or more grid units of localization error. Table 1 Localization errors are summarized as percent of test source(dipole) that were localized with errors in the rang indicated in the first column (1 unit=minimmum grid inter-point distance) 
5.0 CONCLUSION
This result demonstrates that LORETA has a reasonable, low localization error of 1 grid unit in the average. We have afforded to write an article that benefits the novice, and focuses much needed assistance to numerous open issues like epileptogenic foci.
